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First Person

Richard Flanagan 

9781784742201   €15.50   ____

Chatto & Windus

Tell Tale 

Jeffrey Archer

9781447252306   €14.50    ____

Macmillan

Six weeks to write for your life... In this

blistering story of a ghostwriter haunted

by his demonic subject, the Man Booker

Prize winner turns to lies, crime and 

literature with devastating effect

FICTION

Nearly a decade after his last volume of

short stories was published, Jeffrey

Archer returns with his eagerly awaited

collection of short stories, Tell Tale, 

giving us a fascinating, exciting and

sometimes poignant insight into the

people he has met, the stories he has

come across and the countries he has

visited during the past ten years.

The Pearl Sister 

Lucinda Riley 

9781509851164   €15.50    ____

Macmillan

Winter 

Ali Smith 

9780241207031    €14.50    _____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Can You Keep A Secret ?

Karen Perry 

9781405920339    €8.99   _____

Penguin BBC 

Dreams of Bethhany Mellmoth

William Boyd

9780241295885   €14.50    ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

In Ali Smith's Winter, lifeforce matches

up to the toughest of the seasons. In

this second novel in her acclaimed 

Seasonal cycle, the follow-up to her 

sensational Autumn, Smith's 

shape-shifting quartet of novels casts a

merry eye over a bleak post-truth era

with a story rooted in history, memory

and warmth, its taproot deep in the

evergreens: art, love, laughter.

Artemis 

Andy Weir 

9780091956950   €14.50 ____

Arrow/Vintage 

Every Breath You Take 

Mary Higgins Clark

9781471167546    €14.50    ____

S&S

Past Perfect 

Danielle Steel 

9781509800360     €15.50    ____

Macmillan

The Fix 

David Baldacci 

9781447277446    €8.99   ____

Macmillan

The #1 New York Times and Sunday

Times bestselling author of The Martian

returns with an irresistible near-future

adventure. 

End Game 

David Baldacci 

9781447277842    €15.50  ____

Macmillan

End Game is the fifth book in the

thrilling Will Robie series by 

international number one bestselling

author David Baldacci.

The Midnight Line (Jack Reacher)

Lee Child 

9780593078174    €16.50   ____

Bantam



In the Midst of Winter 

Isabel Allende

9781471166884    €14.50    ____

S&S

*Double Kiss 

Ronnie O’Sullivan 

9781509863952   €15.50  ____

Macmillan

FICTION

The Chrsitmas Secret 

Karen Swan 

9781509838059  €10.50   ____

Faber & Faber

Future Home of Living God 

Louise Erdich 

9781472153357   €16.50   ____

Cosair 

The Impostor 

Javier Cercas

9780857056511   €17.50  ____

Quercus

*Minds of Winter 

Ed O’Loughlin

9781780871745    €10.50   ____

Quercus 

Last Hours 

Minette Walters 

9781760632151    €15.50   ____

Atlantic 

The Impostor is an extraordinary novel

that not only tells Marco's self-deluding

story, but also challenges the reader to

consider how truthful any of us is in the

way we present ourselves in daily life. 

Nelson for his estranged older brother,

Fay for her disappeared grandfather.

They soon learn that these two men

have an unexpected link - a hidden share

in one of the greatest enduring 

mysteries of polar exploration.

*The Unforseen

Dorothy Macardle 

9780993459245  €15.00   ____

Tramp Press

Christmas in the Snow 

Nora Roberts 

9780263931396    €8.99  ____

Harper Collins

Days of the Caesars

Simon Scarrow 

9781472213396    €17.50    ____

Headline 

The follow-up to the critically acclaimed

haunted-house novel The Uninvited is

one of the most sharply observed 

accounts we have of middle-class 

post-war Dublin.

*Murder Becomes Electra Love Story 

Patrick Skene Catling

9780995523982    €15.00   ____

Somerville Press

*The Woman at 72 Derry Lane 

Carmel Harrington 

9780008150136   €8.99   ____

Harper Collins 



The House 

Simon Lelic

9780241296547   €8.99   ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

Londoners Jack and Syd moved into

the house a year ago. It seemed like

their dream home: tons of space, the

perfect location, and a friendly owner

who wanted a young couple to have it.

So when they made a grisly discovery

in the attic, Jack and Syd chose to 

ignore it. That was a mistake.

Murder Games 

James Patterson 

9781784753863     €8.99   ____

Vintage 

Parting Shot 

Linwood Barclay 

9781409163954     €9.50     ____

Orion 

A serial killer is loose on the streets of

Manhattan. His victims appear to be

total strangers. The only clue that links

the crimes is the playing card left behind

at each scene that hints at the next 

target.

FICTION

See What I Have Done 

Sarah Schmidt 

9781472240873     €8.99   ____

Headline

A gripping thriller packed with scandal

in a small town, from the master of 

the twist you never saw coming  

international bestseller, Linwood 

Barclay.

In a dazzlingly original and chilling

reimagining of this most notorious of

unsolved mysteries, Sarah Schmidt

opens the door to the Borden home

and leads us into its murkiest corners,

where jealousies, slow-brewed rivalries

and the darkest of thoughts reside.

War Cry 

Wilbur Smith 

9780007535897    €9.99   ____

Harper Collins 

A love story in the time of heroes,

War Cry is the latest breath-taking

episode in Wilbur Smith’s epic 

account of one beloved family.

The French Art of War 

Alexis Jenni 

9780857897541      €12.50   ____

Atlantic 

The Ice 

Laline Paull

9780007557776   €9.99  ____

Harper Collins

*I’m Right Here 

Yvonne Cassidy 

9781444744194   €9.50   ____

Hodder 

I'm Right Here is an unforgettable

story about identity, loss and

friendship and ultimately, what it

means to be free

*The Maid’s Room

Fiona Mitchell

9781473659575     €14.99 ____

Hodder

Standing Chandelier 

Lionel Shriver 

9780008265274    €11.50   ____

Harper Collins

In a world where domestic workers are

treated so poorly, The Maid's Room

explores how women can come 

together to change each other's lives,

and be the architects of their own 

futures.

With tantalizing twists, slow-burning

suspense, and a remote, rural town of

five claustrophobic miles, Bonfire is a

dark exploration of what happens

when your past and present collide.

Secrets of Cavedon

Barbara Taylor Bradford 

9780007503360   €16.50  ____

Harper Collins 

Bonfire 

Krysten Ritter 

9781786331038    €14.99   ____

Cornerstone



Family Lawyer 

James Patterson 

9781787460263    €8.99   ____

Random

Heather the Totality 

Matthew Weiner  

9781786890634    €17.50 ____

Canongate 

Heather, The Totality demonstrates 

perfectly his forensic eye for the human

qualities that hold modern society 

together, and pull it apart.

Fiction

Typhoon Fury 

Clive Cussler 

9780718184674   €16.50   ____

Joseph (Michael)

Galaxy of Her Own 

Libby Jackson 

9781780898360    €19.50   ____

Cornerstone

A Galaxy of Her Own tells fifty stories of

inspirational women who have been

fundamental to the story of humans in

space, from scientists to astronauts to

some surprising roles in between.

The Darkest Day 

Hakan Nesser

9781509809325      €15.65   ____

Macmillan

Christmas Stocking & Other Stories 

Katie Fforde 

9781780896915    €12.05   ____

Cornerstone

*Blood Tide 

Claire McGowan 

9781472228215    €10.50   ____

Headline 

*The Gift

Cecelia Ahern

9780008249441    €8.99  ____

Harper Collins

An enchanting and thoughtful 

Christmas story that speaks to all of

us abut the value of time and what is

truly important in life.

The Girl in The Ice 

Robert Bryndza

9780751570656    €9.50 ____

Warner

The Boy Made of Snow 

Chloe Mayer 

9781474604802    €16.50  ____

Weidenfeld

A Vineyard in Andalusia

Maria Duenas

9781911344469    €9.99   ____

Scribe

A Vineyard in Andalusia is a novel of

glories and defeats; of silver mines,

family secrets, vineyards, cellars,

and splendid cities of faded

grandeur; of unexpected passion,

and love in the strangest of 

circumstances.

Hunt You Down 

Christopher Farnsworth 

9781785763113    €8.99   ____

Bonnier 



Strange Weather 

Joe Hill 

9781473221185     €16.50  ____

Gollancz

Another Woman’s Husband 

Paul Gill 

9781472249111    €9.50 ____

Headline

Mr Rochester 

Sarah Shoemaker 

9781472248930    €9.50   ____

Headline 

FICTION

Once A Pilgrim

James Deegan 

9780008229481    €14.50    ____

Harper Collins

Oathbringer 

Brandon Sanderson

9780575093348    €21.99  ____

Gollancz

Places in the Darkness

Chris Brookmyre

9780356506258   €16.50 ____

Orbit 

Twin Peaks: The Final Dossier 

Mark Frost 

9781509802043   €17.99  ____

Macmillan 

Twin Peaks: The Final Dossier tells us

what happened to key characters in

the twenty-five years in between the

events of the second series and the

third, offering details and insights fans

will be clamoring for. 

*The Stolen Child 

Lisa Carey 

9781474603812   €10.50  ____

Weidenfeld

The Fallen

Eric Van Lustbader 

9781784973070   €8.99  ____

Head of Zeus

The Foster Child 

Jenny Blackhurst 

9781472235299   €9.50  ____

Headline 

In The Dark 

Andreas Pfluger

9781786690937   €16.50  ____

Head Of Zeus 

The Invisble Crowd 

Ellen Wiles 

9780008228835   €14.50  ____

Harper Collins



Jericho’s War 

Gerald Seymour 

9781473617780    €9.50   ____

Hodder

Murder on the Orient Express

Agatha Christie 

9780008249434    €27.99    ____

Harper Collins 

The Secret of Vesalius

Jordi Llobregat 

9781784293048    €17.50  ____

Quercus 

A large format gift edition featuring

stunning artwork from the hugely 

anticipated 2017 film adaptation.

Fiction

Soldier’s Curse 

Meg and Tom Keneally 

9781786071996   €18.05    ____

Oneworld 

The Travelling Cat Chronicles 

Hiro Arikawa

9780857524188    €11.70  ____

Transworld 

Beginning of the World ...

Jen Campbell 

9781472240057   €10.50    ____

Hodder 

Black Robe 

Brian Moore 

9781786695031   €11.50   ____

Head of Zeus

Some Kind of Wonderful 

Giovanna Fletcher

9780718188443    €15.65   ____

Joseph (Michael)

The Christmas on Coronation Street 

Maggie Sullivan 

9780008256524   €14.50   ____

Harper Collins 

How far will a mother go to save her

children? A twisting, edge-of-your

seat drama that you'll never forget.

The Beginning of the World in the

Middle of the Night is a collection of

twelve haunting stories; modern

fairy tales brimming with magic, 

outsiders and lost souls.

A wonderful Christmas gift full of 

nostalgia and charm, perfect for fans of

Coronation Street and readers who love

Fiction set in Wartime. 

Before This is Over 

Amanda Hickie

9781472240057   €10.25   ____

Headline 

RECOMMENDED BY THOUSANDS OF

INTERNATIONAL READERS - the tender

feelgood story of a man's journey

around Japan with a streetcat. 

Translated by Philip Gabriel, a 

translator of Murakami. 

Love and Fame 

Susie Boyt

9780349008912   €14.99   ____

Abacus 

This is a highly-strung comedy about

love, fame, grief, showbusiness and the

depths of the gutter press. Its witty and

sincere tone - familiar to fans of Susie's

newspaper column - will delight and 

unnerve in equal measure.

Mother Land 

Paul Theroux 

9780241144985   €23.50   ____

Hamilton (Hamish)

This is an engrossing, hilarious 

and heartbreaking portrait of a 

modern family -- the bickering, the

conspiracies, and the drive to 

overcome the painful ties that bind.



Norma 

Sofi Oksanen

9781782399766    €14.50 ____

Atlantic 

Blinds Astonomer’s Daughter 

John Pipkin

9781632861894    €13.25    ____

Bloomsbury 

FICTION

The Blind Astronomer's Daughter 

encapsulates the quest for knowledge

and for human connection. It is rich, 

far-reaching, and unforgettable.

The New Neighbours 

Diney Costello 

9781784972677    €8.99   ____

Head Of Zeus 



*In America Tales from Trump Country 

Caitriona Perry 

9780717179534   €19.99   ____

Gill

This is the story of the American 

people who were angry and 

disillusioned by traditional politics. It

is the story of the workers of the 

industrial heartland, of the women of

America, of immigrant communities,

of the people who viewed a wealthy

businessman from the city of New

York as 'one of us'. 

*WWN#4 Year the World Went Mad

WWN

9780717179503    €16.99     ____

Gill

Lean in 15: Fat Loss Plan 

Joe Wicks 

9781509836079   €18.50  ____

Macmillan

Packed with brilliant satire, sharp wit

and insightful social commentary, 

Ireland's answer to The Onion is now a

worldwide phenomenon and a 

must-read in an era when the news has

never been more unpredictable.

NON FICTION

Joe Wicks is back with another 

instalment of 100 brand-new 

delicious recipes and speedy, 

effective workouts. The Fat-Loss

Plan shows how to adopt a lean

lifestyle in a way that suits you.

*Season of Sundays 2017

Sportsfile 

9781905468348   €24.95    ____

Sportsfile

*Ireland: 1001 Things You Need to Know 

Richard Kileen

9781786491589    €14.50  ____

Atlantic 

Mr Greedy Eats Clean to Get Lean 

Roger Hargreaves

9781405288705   €7.25   ____

Egmont 

Little Miss Shy Goes Online Dating

Roger Hargreaves 

9781405288699   €7.25   ____

Egmont 

Little Miss Busy Surviving...

Roger Hargreaves

9781405288712     €7.25  ____

Egmont

You Can’t Spell American Without Me 

Alec Baldwin

9780593079409    €15.50   ____

Bantam 

Mr Happy and the Office Party 

Roger Hargreaves

9781405288729   €7.25   ____

Egmont

. This captivating miscellany holds a

treasure trove of information that tells

the story of this alluring and bewitching

country anew.

The Greek gods are the best and

worst of us, and in Stephen Fry's

hands they tell us who we are.

Mythos - smart, funny, and above

all great fun - is the retelling we 

deserve by a man who has been 

entertaining the nation for over

four decades.

'Never Give Up' is a varied compilation

of selected, reworked pieces that Gerry

has written since 2009. They cover

many issues. Some are fairly serious,

others are very serious indeed. A few

are whimsical. All will be enjoyed. 

*Never Give Up 

Gerry Adams 

9781781175378      €14.99   ____

Mercier Press

Mythos 

Stephen Fry 

9780718188740    €16.50  ____

Joseph (Michael)



*Celtic Song Lines  

Donal Lunny 

9781782188964   €19.99   ____

Columba  

*Every Day Matters Diary 2018

Abby Wynne 

9780717179572   €12.99     ____

Gill

*John Hume in America 

Maurice Fitzpatrick 

9781911024958   €24.99    ____

IAP

This elegant journal will help you enjoy

every moment of 2018 by exploring

monthly themes such as awareness, 

acceptance, gratitude and wisdom. It

contains inspirational affirmations to

ground you and help you reconnect to

your inner wisdom.

NON FICTION

*My Songs My Stories 

Johnny McEvoy 

9781999855604   €24.99     ____

Cherrywood

*NGI Calendar

National Gallery 

9781904288671  €12.00  ____

Vintage

Who Do I Think I Am 

Homan Potterton

9781785371509   €24.99   ____

Merrion (IAP)

The Princess Diarist 

Carrie Fisher 

9781784162054    €9.99  ____

Transworld 

The Art of the Good Life 

Rolf Dobelli 

9781473667488  €14.99   ____

Hodder 

*Kylemore Abbey Book 

John O’Toole 

9781782183334   €19.99     ____

Columba

Atlantic Reach 

Peter Gordon 

9780956910820   €30.00   ____

Robert Towers 

In The Art of the Good Life, you'll

find fifty-two intellectual shortcuts

for wiser thinking and better 

decisions, at home and at work. They

may not guarantee you a good life,

but they'll give you a better chance.

How to Build a Car encapsulates,

through Adrian's remarkable life

story, precisely what makes 

Formula One so thrilling - its 

potential for the total synchronicity

of man and machine, the perfect

combination of style, efficiency and

speed.

*The Best of A.A Gill 

Adrian Gill

9781474607742    €17.50   ____

Weidenfeld

How to Build a Car 

Adrian Newey

9780008196806   €21.99  ____

Harper Collins 



*Ireland as Gaeilge

Olga Balaeva

9781786050410   €14.99   ____

Ebury

Women and Power 

Mary Beard 

9781788160605    €8.99    ____

Profile 

Daemon Voices 

Philip Pullman 

9781910200964   €21.99   ____

David Fickling 

NON FICTION

Dynamo The Book of Secrets 

Dynamo 

9781911600404     €18.50    ____

Bonnier 

*Irish Racing Post Annual 2018

Racing Post 

9781910497104    €15.65  ____

Racing Post 

*Mr Shannon - Brendan O’Regan

O’Connell & O’Carroll

9781906353377   €25.00   ____

A & A Farmer

Goodbye Europe 

Various 

9781409177593   €16.99  ____

Orion 

New Classics: Inspiring and Delicious

Marcus Wareing

9780008242732     €21.99  ____

Harper Collins 

God: A Human Story 

Reza Aslan 

9780593079836    €16.50   ____

Bantam

Orwell on Truth 

George Orwell

9781787300521   €8.30   ____

Random House 

The Book of Secrets will be the first

step on an exciting journey for 

budding magicians, providing hours

of breathtaking fun for all the family.

#BeTheMagic

In his new book, Marcus takes the best

of the time-honoured recipes and puts

his own spin on them. What's more,

he creates new recipes that will 

become much-loved classics in their

own right. Here is a book to pore over,

to bring inspiration and excitement

back into your cooking, and to use

again and again

Orwell's unique clarity of thought and 

illuminating scepticism provide the 

perfect defence against our post-truth

world of fake news and confusion. 'The

further a society drifts from the truth,

the more it will hate those that speak it.'

*Rule of the Land 

Garrett Carr  

9780571313372     €9.99   ____

Faber & Faber 

Short History of Drunkenness

Mark Forsyth 

9780241297681   €14.99   ____

Hamilton 



To Read Aloud

Francessco Dimitri

9781786693259    €15.99   ____

Head of Zeus 

A literary toolbox for well-being, To

Read Aloud invites you to to take

just ten minutes off, sit down with

somebody you care about and share

a passage of writing.

WTF: What the F.. Happened 

Robert Peston 

9781473661301   €16.99     ____

Hodder 

You Do You

Sarah Knight 

9781787470422   €14.99   ____

Quercus 

NON FICTION

Absolutely on Music 

Hauruki Murakami

9781784700140   €12.50    ____

Weidenfeld

American Radical 

Tamer Elnoury 

9780593079751  €14.99 ____

Bantam 

Best of Times The Worst of Times 

Michael Burleigh 

9781509847921      €16.50   ____

Macmillan

Become the Force 

Daneil .M. Jones 

9781786780904   €14.50  ____

Watkins 

Blowfish’s Oceanopedia 

Blowfish 

9781786492401   €19.99  ____

Atlantic 

Baker’s Life

Paul Hollywood 

9781408846506   €29.99   ____

Bloomsbury 

Bon The Last Highway 

Jesse Fink 

9781785301384   €19.99   ____

Black & White 

A Baker's Life contains 100 of Paul 

Hollywood's very best baking recipes,

which have been finessed over the

length of his thirty-year career. 

It's no secret that federal agencies are

waging a broad, global war against 

terror. But for the first time in this

memoir, an active, Muslim American

federal agent reveals his experience 

infiltrating and bringing down a terror

cell in North America.

A comprehensive explanation of Jediism

as a spiritual movement (a universal 

desire for self-awareness, spiritual 

awakening, peace, love and harmony)

rather than a religion.

The Best of Times, The Worst of

Times is both a dazzling tour 

d'horizon of the world as it is today

and a surprisingly optimistic vision of

the world as it might become.

Blowfish's Oceanopedia is a 

beautifully designed, one-stop guide

to all we know about our oceans and

the weird and wonderful creatures

that inhabit them.

The death of Bon Scott is the Da Vinci

Code of rock. As the legend of the man

known around the world simply as 'Bon'

has grown with each passing year since

his untimely death, AC/DC's trailblazing

frontman has become a rock icon. But

how much of it is true and how much is

myth?

From the reporter who was there at

the very beginning comes the 

revealing inside story of the 

partnership between Steve Bannon

and Donald Trump ― the key to 

understanding the rise of the alt-

right, the fall of Hillary Clinton, and

the hidden forces that drove the

greatest upset in American political

history.

Recipes include drinks with gin, rum,

tequila, whiskey and brandy bases and

you’ll find familiar classics such as the

Manhattan, Negroni and Martini, 

discover lesser known vintage gems 

including the Martinez and Aviation

and how to perfect modern favourites

the Espresso Martini and Mojito.

Curious Bartender’s Home Bar Kit 

Tristan Stephenson

9781849758970      €14.50   ____

RPS

Devil’s Bargain

Joshua Green

9781911617129   €16.50   ____

Scribe 



Hairy Biker’s Mediterranean ..

Hairy Bikers 

9781409171911    €28.99   ____

Orion 

The Hairy Bikers are on their bikes

again, searching out the very best

recipes from around the world.

*Mythical Ireland New Light ..

Anthony Murphy 

9780995792722   €19.95     ____

Liffey Press

Praire Fires 

Craoline Fraser 

9780708898680    €16.50   ____

Futura 

NON FICTION

Prairie Fires reveals the complex woman

who defined the American pioneer 

character, and whose artful blend of fact

and fiction grips us to this day.

Young Hitler 

Paul Ham 

9780857524843   €15.65    ____

Transworld 

Art of Harry Potter 

Titan 

9781785657399    €55.99  ____

Titan 

The Book of the Year 

No Such Thing as a Fish 

9781847948199   €15.65 ____

Random House 

Beneath Another Sky 

Norman Davies 

9781846148316     €35.99 ____

Penguin 

Bumber Book of Things Nobody ...

William Hartson

9781786490742   €16.50  ____

Atlantic 

And Then You’re Dead   

Paul Doherty & Cody Cassidy 

9781760291136    €9.99   ____

Atlantic 

*Cambridge Companion to Irish Poets

Gerald Dawe 

9781108414197   €32.50  ____

IAP

Was Hitler a freak accident? Or was he

an extreme example of a recurring

type of demagogue, who will do and

say anything to seize power; who

thrives on chaos; and who personifies,

in his words and in his actions, the

darkest prejudices of humankind?

Beautifully crafted and presented in a

deluxe, large-format with lavish 

production values, these pages present

a visual chronicle of the work by artists

and filmmakers to bring the wizarding

world to life onscreen. 

Native Lands is Norman Davies's 

account of a global circumnavigation,

of the places he visited and the history

he found there, from Abu Dhabi to

Singapore, the settlement of Tasmania

to the short-lived Republic of Texas.

From bizarre arrests to baffling 

elections, via a surprising amount of

sausage news, The Book of the Year is

an eye-opening tour of the incredible

year you didn't know you'd lived

through.

The Things That Nobody Knows and

Even More Things That Nobody

Knows, this bumper volume takes us

on a guided tour of 1,001 gaps in our

knowledge of cosmology, 

mathematics, animal behaviour,

medical science, music, art and 

literature.

Exploring the dual traditions of English

and Irish-speaking poets, this Companion

represents the very best of Irish poetry

and highlights understanding that 

reveals, in clear and accessible prose, the

achievement of Irish poetry in a global

context.

Packed with beautiful colour 

photography and inspired by 

Jasmine's personal journey with food

and healthy living, East by West 

represents a delicious evolution of the

ideas explored in Hemsley + Hemsley

bestsellers Good + Simple and The Art

of Eating Well

Chronicles of a Liquid Society 

Umberto Eco 

9781911215318   €21.99  ____

Vintage 

East by West 

Jasmine Hemsley

9781509858125  €27.99   ____

Macmillan



Eskiboy 

Wiley 

9781785151606   €16.99   ____

Arrow/Vintage

Wiley is one of the most innovative

and influential musicians of today.

Over the course of a twenty-year 

career, he has released ten top-twenty

records, sold over 4 million singles and

helped to launch the careers of a new

generation of artists. 

Even the Stiffest People Can Do the Splits

Eiko 

9781473669642   €11.50     ____

Hodder 

*Fairy & Folk Tales of Ireland 

W.B Yeats 

9781784287702     €18.05   ____

Arcturus

NON FICTION

George 

Sean Smith 

9780008252922    €16.50   ____

Harper Collins 

Home and Away 

Karl Ove Knausgaard

9781784702359      €12.05  ____

Vintage 

Illustrated History of Football

David Squires

9781780895598     €18.05   ____

Cornerstone

How Soon is Now 

Richard King 

9780571340217     €14.50   ____

Faber & Faber 

Indisputable Existence of Santa ..

Dr Hannah Fry 

9781784162740     €12.05  ____

Transworld 

Our Great Canal Journeys 

Timothy West 

9781786065117   €21.99   ____

John Blake 

The Little Book of Building Fires 

Sally Coulthard

9781786696472     €11.50   ____

Head of Zeus

Affectionate yet honest and moving,

George is both a celebration of

George Michael's music and a lasting

tribute to a decent and much-loved

man.

For more than half a century, a shared

love of canals and narrowboats has

been inseparable from the marriage of

Timothy West and Prunella Scales. The

two iconic actors have spent many of

the happiest days of their life together

enjoying the calming pleasures of

watching land and nature unfold

before them at four miles an hour.

In Home and Away, two creative writers

use football and the 2016 World Cup in

Brazil to reflect on life and death, art and

politics, class and literature. This 

engrossing book gives us insight into their

lives and asks what does it mean to be at

home in a globalised world?

In the Illustrated History of Football:

Hall of Fame, cartoonist David

Squires returns to celebrate those

who straddle the game like giants;

those talented, determined souls

who were juggling tennis balls in

the back streets before they could

talk. 

From campfires to woodburners, bonfires

to open hearths, this book blends 

practicality with personal experience and

will get you back in touch with your ancient

firemaking instincts.

The Modern Kitchen examines kitchen

design, economics and gender politics

through a series of essays. Embodying

notions about class, gender, wealth and

health, the home kitchen, its layout,

set-up and contents, remains a neat 

illustration of our beliefs, tastes, 

aesthetics and aspirations - the portrait

of our domestic lives.

*Maria Edgeworth’s Letter From Ireland

Valerie Packenham 

9781843517344     €25.00   ____

Lilliput Press

My Husband and I 

Ingrid Seward

9781471159572     €14.50   ____

S&S



My Notebook

Eric Cantona 

9781474608374   €14.99   ____

Weidenfeld

With his trademark wit and wordplay,

Cantona interrogates our paradoxes

and contradictions, and the absurdity

of the world as only he knows

how.These notebooks are as funny as

they are poetic and philosophical. But

foremost, they're an ode to living, 

loving, sharing and contemplation.

Nevertheless: A Memoir 

Alec Baldwin

9780062409713   €11.50    ____

Harper Collins World 

Only Dead on the Inside 

James Breakwell

9781786493422   €14.50   ____

Atlantic 

Told with his signature candor, astute

observational savvy, and devastating

wit, Nevertheless reveals an Alec 

Baldwin we have never fully seen 

before.

NON FICTION

Bursting with twisted logic, 

questionable data, badly drawn 

cartoons and frank parenting advice,

this is the witty gift book that everyone

will be talking about this year. And who

knows? It may even help you survive

everyday life as well.

Physics of Star Wars

Patrick Johnson

9781507203309   €12.50   ____

F&W Media 

In The Physics of Star Wars, you'll 

explore the mystical power of the

Force using quantum mechanics, find

out how much energy it would take

for the Death Star or Starkiller Base

to destroy a planet.

Processco Made Me Do It 

Amy Zavatto 

9780008260170   €11.50   ____

Harper Collins 

From the classic bellini and fresh

fruit mimosa, to awide range of

sparkling cocktails, the recipes in

thisbook are light, fizzy, and fun. 60

delicious recipes are illustrated with

bright and beautiful original 

artwork in a book that makes a

lovely gift for your friends-or

yourself!

Raoul Wallenberg 

Ingrid Carlberg 

9781848665965   €14.99   ____

Quercus 

Arrested as a spy, Wallenberg disappeared

into the depths of the Soviet system,

never to be seen again.For this seminal 

biography, Ingrid Carlberg has carried out

unprecedented research into all elements

of Wallenberg's life, narrating with vigour

and insight the story of a heroic life, and

navigating with wisdom and sensitivity

the truth about his disappearance and

death.

*Road to Sunningdale 

Noel Dorr 

9781908997647   €30.00   ____

Royal Irish Academy 

Roasting Tray Magic 

Sue Quinn

9781787130128   €17.50   ____

Quadrille

Sue Quinn is a wizard at simple,

economical family cooking and her

recipes cover every meal of the day

- all in one tray. With straightfor-

ward instructions and no-nonsense

tips for getting the most flavour out

of your cooking, not only will you

have everyday meal solutions but

less hassle and mess in the kitchen.

*‘S Wonderful!

Kevin Hough 

9780995792739   €16.95   ____

Liffey Press

Scorn 

Matthew Parris 

9781781257302   €10.85   ____

Profile

Encompassing literature, art, politics,

showbiz, marriage, gender, nationality

and religion, Matthew Parris's sublime

collection is the perfect companion for

the festive season, whether you're

searching for the perfect elegant ri-

poste, the rudest polite letter ever

written, or a brutal verbal sledgeham-

The Secret Life of the Owl 

John Lewis-Stempel

9780857524560   €9.65   ____

Transworld 

In The Secret Life of the Owl, John

Lewis-Stempel explores the legends

and history of the owl. And in vivid,

lyrical prose, he celebrates all the re-

alities of this magnificent creature,

whose natural powers are as fantas-

tic as any myth.

Swearing Is Good for You 

Emma Byrne 

9781781255773   €15.20   ____

Profile



Trans Mission 

Alex Bertie 

9781526360687   €11.50  ____

Pat A Cake 

*Uncovering Family Histories ...

Buckley & Boylan

9781846826825   €24.95   ____

Four Courts Press

What We Think About When we...

Simon Critchley

9781781259214   €10.85   ____

Profile 

NON FICTION

White Boy Rick TV Tie In 

Richard Wershe

9781785037498   €9.40   ____

Ebury 

Why Dylan Matters 

Richard F. Thomas 

9780008245498   €13.99   ____

Harper Collins

Winter 

Karl Ove Knausgaard

9781910701652   €19.50   ____

Arrow/Vintage 

Written World

Martin Punchner

9781783783137   €15.99   ____

Granta 



Bad Dad

David Walliams

9780008254339   €12.50   ____

Harper Collins

In yet another dazzling David 

Walliams classic, Bad Dad is a fast

and furious, heart-warming, riches-

to-rags story that will have readers

on the edge of their seats, roaring

with laughter and holding back the

tears.

Diary Wimpy Kid 12 The Getaway

Jeff Kinney

9780141376677  €14.50   _____

Pengiun

Focloiropedia

Fatti & John Burke

9780717175543    €21.99    ____

Gill

Book 12 is the best yet in the brilliant,

bestselling Diary of a Wimpy Kid series!

Here We Are

Oliver Jeffers

9780008266165   €16.50   ____

Harper Collins

This breathtakingly exciting book 

discovers the Irish language as you've

never learned it before! Fatti Burke's

amazing illustrations and her father

John's fabulous teaching bring the 

language alive with every turn of the

page. 

The exquisite and thought-

provoking new book from the multi

award-winning, internationally 

best-selling picture book creator of

Lost and Found, Oliver Jeffers.

Penguin Problems

John Jory

9781406379150    €7.99    ____

Walker

Christmas Eve Tree 

Delia Huddy

9781406378542     €8.99  _____

Walker

A penguin levels with human readers

about what penguin life is really like

... and it isn't all fun and games! 

Pigin of Howth HB Bk & CD

Watkins & Suggs

9780717179893  €16.99  _____

Gill

Pigin of Howth was the first 

picture book from the much-loved

Kathleen Watkins, beautifully

brought to life through Margaret

Anne Suggs' detailed 

illustrations.Now Kathleen reads

these charming stories aloud for

you to enjoy with the young child

in your life. 

Stink: Twice as Incredible

Megan McDonald

9781406377422    €7.99  ______

Walker

Can Doctor Proctor, Nilly, and Lisa

save Christmas in this new 

fart-tastically funny adventure from

worldwide bestselling author Jo

Nesbo? 

Can Doctor Proctor Save Christmas?

Jo Nesbo

9781471167447   €7.99_______

S&S

Kick-start a Stink collection with a

way-cool bind-up of his first two 

adventures.Get two times the Stink

in one book! 

CHILDRENS

Lucky Button

Michael Morpurgo

9781406371680    €11.50  _______

Walker

Star by Star

Sheena Wilkinson

9781910411537     €8.45  ______

Little Island

A moving historical story inspired by

the Foundling Museum, written by 

acclaimed children's author Michael

Morpurgo and illustrated by Michael

Foreman.

An invigorating tale of suffragettes

and heroes, courage and survival,

as war ends, flu sweeps the land -

and women get to vote!

Bad Dad HB

David Walliams

9780008164652   €14.50    ____

Harper Collins

In yet another dazzling David 

Walliams classic, Bad Dad is a fast

and furious, heart-warming,

riches-to-rags story that will have

readers on the edge of their seats,

roaring with laughter and holding

back the tears.



Horrid Henry’s Christmas

Francesca Simon

9781510102040        €5.99    ____

Orion Children’s

Henry's doing some secret Christmas

present-swapping in this hilarious

festive Horrid Henry story, perfect

for Early Readers.

Horrid Henry’s Jolly Holidays

Francesca Simon

9781510102354        €8.30     ____

Orion Children’s

Fantastic Beasts and Where to...

J.K Rowling

9781408885260    €28.99   ____

Bloomsbury

Celebrate a truly horrid Christmas

with Horrid Henry and this festive 

storybook bind-up

The Empress

S.J. Kincaid 

9781471169144         €8.99     ____

S&S

This glorious new edition of Newt 

Scamander's Fantastic Beasts and

Where to Find features an 

extraordinary array of magical 

creatures, from Acromantula to Yeti

via ten different breeds of dragon - all

beautifully illustrated in full colour .

The Empress will take you on a

thrilling ride, not letting go until the

very last page.

The Magic Misfits

Neil Patrick Harris

9781405290333      €14.50    ____

Egmont

The first in a funny and magical

new children's books series from

Emmy award-winning actor Neil

Patrick Harris.

Cinderella

Jane Ray

9781406377842       €8.99   ____

Walker

Three Cheers for Women!

Marcia Williams

9781406374865    €14.50    ____

Walker

Almost Midnight

Rainbow Rowell

9781509869947    €11.50     ____

Macmillan

The enchanting story of Cinderella is

brought to life through award-winning

artist Jane Ray's exquisite 3D peep-

through illustrations .

A celebration of inspirational

women from all over the world and

throughout history, told in Marcia

Williams' much-loved comic-strip

style.

Almost Midnight by Rainbow Rowell is

a beautiful gift edition containing two

wintery short stories, decorated

throughout for the first time with 

gorgeous black and white illustrations

by Simini Blocker.

Jacky Ha-Ha

James Patterson

9781784758455      €11.50  ____

Vintage

Jacky Hart has found a hidden 

talent in the performing arts, and

she's a triple threat onstage! 

CHILDRENS

Top Elf

Caleb Zane Huett

9781407181387       €7.99 ____

Scholastic

Santa has decided this is going to be

his last year in the Big Red Suit - and

instead of letting his oldest son, the

unfortunately named Klaus Claus,

take over, he's opening up the job to

any kid who wants to apply!!

Scarecrows’ Wedding

Julia Donaldson

9781407174570       €5.99  ____

Scholastic

This Early Reader edition of THE

SCARECROWS' WEDDING 

contains the complete classic story

and pictures, in a pocket-book 

format, and with an extra-clear font

and layout.

Richard Scarry’s Best Treasury

Richard Scarry

9780008253264         €21.99     ____

Harper Collins

A stunning hardback treasury of five

of Richard Scarry's best-loved 

stories - the perfect gift for Scarry

fans, young and old!



Christmasaurus Deluxe Ed

Tom Fletcher

9780241336847         €16.99     ____

Hamilton

Unicorns Sticker Book

Lucy Bowman

9781474940979       €9.35    ____

Usbourne

Where’s the Unicorn?

Paul Moran

9781782439073    €8.45   ____

O’Mara

Learn how to fold eight amazing

origami models with this pack. 

Includes an instruction book with

easy-to-follow, illustrated step-by-step

instructions.

A Magical Search and Find Book!

Paddington 2 : Movie Storybook

9780008254483      €7.99  ____

Harper Collins

The bear from darkest Peru 

returns in a star-studded new

movie! Discover the magic of

Paddington 2 with this glossystory-

book retelling.

Paddington 2 : Story of the Movie

9780008254469      €7.25  ____

Harper Collins

Great Joy

Kate DiCamillo

9780763649968      €9.50    ____

Candlewick

Barry Loser’s Christmas Joke Book

Jim Smith

9781405287210      €14.50     ____

Egmnot

Paddington returns for another 

fun-filled instalment of marmalade and

mishaps in a star-studded new movie!

Knock knock! Who's there? Barry

Loser's Christmas Joke Book Wow! 

Really? It's snow joke... It's the keelest

time of the year, so why not celebrate

with this collection of Christmas 

crackers from everyone's favourite

loser?

I Funny: School of Laughs

James Patterson

9781784754020       €8.45  ____

Vintage

CHILDRENS

Pottymouth and Stoopid

James Patterson

9781784754204       €8.45 ____

Vintage

David and his best friend Michael were

tagged with awful nicknames way back

in preschool when everyone did silly

things. Fast-forward to seventh grade:

'Pottymouth' and 'Stoopid' are still

stuck with the names - and everyone in

school, including the teachers and

their principal, believe the labels are

true.

Song from Somewhere Else

A.F. Harrold

9781408884751       €9.65  ____

Bloomsbury

A poignant, darkly comic and deeply

moving story about the power of

the extraordinary, and finding

friendship where you least expect

it. 

Atlas of Dinosaur Adventures

Lucy Letherland

97811786030344       €21.99  ____

Wided Eye Editions

Travel back in time to lock horns with

a triceratops, stalk prey with a T-Rex,

and learn to fly with a baby 

Pteranodon. With hundreds of things

to spot and facts to learn, this is the

biggest Atlas adventure yet!

Paddington 2 : Sticker Activity..

9780008254452      €8.99  ____

Harper Collins

Paddington is back in a 

star-studded new movie! Celebrate

the return of the bear from darkest

Peru with this fantastic sticker 

activity book.



Blackbird

N.D Gomes

9780008184889         €8.99     ____

Harper Collins

Dark contemporary YA following a

murder mystery on Orkney that fans

of 13 Reasons Why will devour.

Norse Myths: Tales of Odin, Thor..

Kevin Crossley-Holland

9781406361841        €21.50     ____

Walker

Christina the Winter Wonderland....

Daisy Meadows

9781408347317    €7.25   ____

Orchard

An extraordinary and and enthralling

illustrated anthology of Norse Myths

from a Carnegie-Medal winning 

author.

Asterix and the Chariot Race

Jean-Yves Ferri

9781510104013         €12.50     ____

Orion

Join Kirsty, Rachel and Christina for

some magical wintery fun!

The next action-packed adventure

from Asterix and Obelix.

Little Book of Zlatan

Malcom Olivers

9780008263508      €7.25  ____

Harper Collins

The Little Book of Zlatan is a 

celebration of one of the most

charismatic, mercurial and 

talismanic footballers in the game,

an individual so distinct, so 

talented and so perfect that he

must refer to himself in the third

person at all times.

Posey Ring

Rob Graham 

9781406378276       €13.50   ____

Walker

Mortal Instruments Bk 1

Cassandra Calre

9781406381320      €16.50    ____

Walker

Celebrate the tenth anniversary of

Cassandra Clare's City of Bones with

this gorgeous new edition, complete

with special content including a new

piece from Cassie and exclusive

colour illustrations.

Slime  Book

DK

9780241336618       €8.45 ____

Hamilton

Over 30 gloopy, gooey, colourful

slime recipes will mesmerise young-

sters by showing them how to make

slime.

CHILDRENS

Supertato: Evil Pea Rules

Sue Hendra

9781471144066       €7.99 ____

S&S

From bestselling, award-winning duo

Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet comes

the story of the much-loved 

Supertato's nemesis - The Evil Pea.

Christmas Dinner of Souls

Ross Montgomery

9780571317974      €9.99    ____

Faber

A spooky, shocking, bloodthirsty 

alternative to festive cheer that will

appeal to, fascinate and delight

young readers.

Polar Bear Explorers’ Club

Alex Bell

9780571332540      €7.99    ____

Faber

When Stella and three other junior

explorers get separated from their

expedition can they cross the

frozen wilderness and live to tell

the tale?

Mr Dickens and his Carol

Samantha Silva

9780749022914      €15.65    ____

Allison & Busby



Neverwhere Illustarted

Neil Gaiman

9781472234353         €10.25     ____

Headline

Discover Neil Gaiman's Neverwhere,

the extraordinary modern classic

from the bestselling author of 

American Gods, illustrated for the

first time.

Fantastically Great Women...

Kate Pankhurst

9781408889961        €7.25     ____

Bloomsbury

CHILDRENS

Be Cool, Be Nice

Gerry DeVeaux

971787410961         €14.50    ____

Bonnier

Be Cool Be Nice beautifully 

advocates kindness, good manners

and civility and encourages us all to

interact and use social media in a

positive way.


